Abstract
Introduction
As video surveillance systems continue to cover larger areas at higher resolutions, the need for automated tracking systems becomes increasingly strong so that the full use of all collected imagery can be accomplished by narrowing human analysis to those frames where automated trackers have detected interesting features. An overall scoring function is needed to evaluate different trackers so that users can select the one that is most effective for their application. Such a scoring function must be mathematiccally sound and comprehensive in capturing the significant characteristics of tracker performance.
The same users usually have no difficulty articulating what they want in a tracking system and can often provide narratives of what they expect it to do. These descriptions suggest that a utility scoring function is what is desired, but the users often do not have sufficient knowledge of the costs and benefits of the tracking system for an analysis of utility to be conducted. The tracker behaviors that are articulated often relate to different track pathologies, such as missed tracks, false tracks, track fragmentations, track merges, and tracks that are too long or too short.
In order to capture the various track behaviors and pathologies, tracker performance metrics like detection rate, completeness, fragmentation rate, and ID change rate, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have been proposed. However, each metric only addresses a subset of the track pathologies and a single pathology often affects multiple metrics. To obtain an overall score of tracker performance, these metrics are often combined through an ad-hoc weighted sum. The weights are used to adjust the score to account for users' unique needs. However, choosing a set of weights that is fair for algorithm comparison and reflects the requirements of a given application is difficult, especially when the metrics are in different units and are often highly correlated.
An overall scoring function based upon a theoretical foundation eliminates the problems of selecting weights and resolving conflicting results when some metrics improve and others degrade. This paper presents an information theoretic metric that provides an overall scoring function and captures the effects of common track pathologies. The approach is related to prior work in medical test performance evaluation [6] , medical decision making [7] and inspection performance [8] but extends that work from a binary detection problem to a multi-assignment problem. Furthermore, an additional false information quantity is added to construct ROC-like performance plots and an overall scoring function is proposed over this two-dimensional metric space.
An Information Theoretic Approach for Tracker Performance Evaluation

Existing Tracking Metrics
There has been an on-going effort in the design of tracker evaluation procedures in the last few years with much work presented in the Workshop on Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance (PETS). In general, the evaluation procedure involves running a tracking algorithm on a test set and comparing the resulting system tracks to the ground truth tracks [9] . The correspondence between the system tracks and truth tracks is established through an association algorithm. Different metrics have been proposed to capture the quality of the correspondence. Earlier works by Senior [1] and Ellis [2] assess correspondence between truth tracks and system tracks through metrics similar to those of a detection ROC curve. Their proposed metrics focus on the fraction of truth tracks observed by the system (analogous to the probability of detection), as well as the fraction of system tracks that correspond to the truth tracks (one minus this quantity is analogous to the false alarm rate). For the purpose of discussion, these metrics will now be referred to as truth completeness ( ) and track completeness ( ). Later works by Brown [3] and Bashir [4] continue to use the completeness metrics; however, they emphasized its limit in evaluating performance in the presence of track fragmentation and track merging. Towards this end, they proposed a new way to compute completeness using a many-to-many association between the system tracks and the truth tracks. Equation (1) and (2) define the completeness metrics in the many-to-many association case (i.e. and ) and the one-to-one association case (i.e. and ) respectively, where T is the set of all truth tracks,
" ) ( max (2) the set of all system tracks, the length of association between truth track i and system track , the length of truth track i , and the length of system track . Figure  1 demonstrates the computation of completeness using a one-to-one association and a many-to-many association through an example where multiple track pathologies are present. In this example, The differences between the two completeness computation methods are made evident here by the track fragmentation and merge. However, neither of the two completeness computation methods gives a comprehensive overall correspondence between the truth tracks and the system tracks. Figure 2 demonstrates six scenarios when tracking two vehicles that pass each other at a traffic intersection. Five cases are presented with common track pathologies. A desirable Figure 2 . Six scenarios at a traffic intersection with common track pathologies.
metric would show performance degradation reflecting the presence and severity of each pathology. As shown in Figure 3 , both existing completeness metrics are limited in their capacity towards this end. In order to show the analogy to a detection ROC curve, the x-axis represents track "incompleteness" which is simply one minus track completeness. Note that both types of completeness
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Track Incompleteness It also tends to overly penalize track fragmentation ( ) and track merging ( ). Correspondingly, completeness computed from many-to-many association does not penalize track fragmentation ( ) and track merge ( ). As a result, these completeness metrics are inadequate in evaluating a complete multi-target tracking system where track fragmentation and track merging are typical pathologies. Works by Bashir [4] and Yin [5] included the number of track fragmentations and merges as separate metrics. While all these proposed metrics together respond to all track pathologies, each of them only provides a partial performance measure and no good method exists to combine them into a holistic metric. In the next section, a single metric based on information theory will be described which captures all the aforementioned track pathologies and provides a comprehensive overall performance measure. This work is not to be confused with Loutas' appearance-based information theoretic tracker evaluation approach in [10] where comparison is made between the object reference chip and the track chip. This paper takes a different approach by measuring directly the similarity between the truth and the observed track states.
Information Theoretic Metrics
Information theoretic metrics can be used to evaluate tracker performance by interpreting tracker data as messages received over a communications channel where the truth data are the original messages. If the truth dataset is known, the information theoretic metrics can be easily calculated. For this paper, it is assumed that the truth dataset is a complete description of the objects of interest. The typical joint entropy diagram [11] in Figure 4 displays a graphical representation of the five information measures that are relevant to tracker performance evaluation: truth track entropy representing the total amount of the truth tracks' information, system track entropy representing the total amount of the system tracks' information, mutual information representing the amount of matching information between the truth tracks and system tracks, truth conditional entropy representing the amount of truth tracks information missed by the system tracks, and tracker conditional entropy representing the amount of false information introduced by the system tracks. A single score based upon information alone can be calculated by summing the two conditional entropies. This score measures the amount of true information that a tracker missed plus the amount of false information that it generated. An optimal tracker from an information theoretic perspective minimizes this score:
Considering the quantities in and , the five unique terms are interrelated and can be collapsed into three terms. Truth entropy, mutual information, and tracker conditional entropy have been selected as the three terms to use for more in-depth evaluation.
Because comparisons between trackers or algorithm parameters are best made with the same truth dataset, the entropy of the truth dataset can be used to normalize the mutual information and tracker conditional entropy and
reduce the number of variables directly used in the evaluation to two:
The score can be normalized as well when comparing different trackers and parameters against a common truth set. The truth information completeness is a measure of the fraction of truth information collected by a tracker, which has been previously called the 'fraction of uncertainty removed' by Raz [8] . The false information ratio is the ratio of false information to truth information. Figure 5 shows the information coverage plot composed of these two quantities. The plot has many similarities to the ROC curve: perfect tracker performance is at the point (0, 1) (zero false information generated and all truth information captured). Also shown is the notional impact of the aforementioned track pathologies on the performance in this metric space. Curves can be traced through the two-dimensional space by the variation of a single tracker parameter; overall better trackers will generate curves closer to the upper-left corner in the graph than overall poorer trackers. The principal function needed to calculate the information metrics is a joint probability density function between the truth and system tracks. A simple technique for generating a joint probability density function is to select a series of times to compare tracker data with truth data. The best association between the system tracks and the truth tracks is determined for each time sample. The numbers of times that tracks in the two sets associate and do not associate are counted. As shown in Figure 6 , the counts are stored in a two-dimensional matrix and used to generate the joint probability density function. The first row (column) of the matrix is used to record the counts of the number of times that truth (system) tracks did not associate with any system (truth) tracks. Each additional row (column) in the matrix is for a specific truth (system) track. An association algorithm is used to determine the assignment of system tracks to truth tracks. Both sets of tracks are defined on a common state space and represented as Gaussian probability density functions. Association costs between truth and system tracks are generated by integrating pairs of Gaussian functions. A threshold association cost must be selected to set the threshold between assignments and non-assignments. This is an evaluation parameter that should be analyzed to determine the sensitivity of the information scores to different thresholds. The results of this paper were generated through the use of normalized Mahalanobis distances and a linear assignment algorithm. Additional details on track association can be found in [12] and [13] .
An important subtlety with the conversion of association counts to probabilities is that an estimate of the true negatives is needed, i.e. the number of times that a tracker did not report a track when there was no real track present. This value populates the (Ø, Ø) entry in the accumulation matrix. The approach adopted here is to estimate the total number of states that can reasonably exist in the tracker state space and then subtract the total number of counts in all the other entries in the matrix. For video data, the number of frames, times the total size of the state space, divided by the resolution limit in the state space is a reasonable estimate for the total number of states. The maximum number of position states per frame is no more than the number of pixels. The velocity limits and resolutions can usually be determined from the dynamics of the objects of interest and tracker performance requirements. The accumulation matrix is then normalized by the total state estimate to generate a joint probability density function . The system and truth track probability functions and , can be calculated by the normalizeed sums along rows or columns in the association table. The conditional probability density functions and are simply and . The information metrics can be easily computed from these probability terms using the following equations [11] :
.
(10) Figure 7 shows the common track pathology cases presented earlier (see Figure 2) . Unlike the existing completeness metrics, the information theoretic metrics are not only able to distinguish each case but provide results that are proportional to the intuitive severity of the track pathologies. The ordering of each case here is according to the overall score function described in Equation (3) . It is worth noting the metric's preference of fragments ( ) over merges ( ). Such a preference is intuitive because truth tracks can be perfectly reconstructed from connecting segments of system tracks while truth tracks cannot be reconstructed after a merge. Additional information on the precise location of the merge is needed to reconstruct the truth tracks. In other words, merges result in an informational loss on the truth track's coverage. Another nice feature is the information metrics' ability to handle combinations of track pathologies. This can be observed by the similarity in the deterioration of performance from the perfect case ( ) to the gap case ( ) and from the fragment case ( ) to the fragment-plus-gap case ( ).
Applications
Wide area surveillance for activity recognition and event reconstruction requires information on the movement of vehicles and people. The large area of regard and hours upon hours of video imagery make the exploitation of such data very daunting for human analysts. Automated tracking can significantly reduce analyst workloads, enabling analysts to quickly find all the objects that had entered a certain area at a certain time, as well as all the places an object of interest has visited. Moreover, post-processing of tracks in an automated event detection algorithm can cue analysts to more thoroughly inspect specific data for anomalous behavior.
However, automated tracking in video imagery remains a difficult problem, especially in an urban area where traffic volume can be large and occlusion is prevalent in the scene. Figure 8 shows an example of such operating environment. The wide area coverage was accomplished by stitching images collected by an array of six cameras from an airborne platform flying over Ohio State University. As shown by the example system tracks, track fragmentation and track merge are common pathologies at a traffic intersection as crowds of vehicles come to stop next to each other and become difficult for the tracker to distinguish. Also shown are false tracks caused by spurious detections from imperfect image registration, as well as gaps in the system tracks caused by occlusions.
In order to optimize tracking performance under such challenging environment, the proposed information theoretic metric is used to determine the tracking algorithm and parameter value that produces system tracks that capture the most information on the truth tracks while minimizing the amount of false information introduced. Figure 9 shows the performance of two different tracking algorithms as the detection threshold parameter is varied. The dotted lines represent the points in the metric space with equal amount of erroneous information (recall Equation (3)). Lines towards the upper left hand corner represent better overall performance. In applications where the amount of missed information is not equally important to the amount of false information, one may add weights to the terms in Equation (3) . This simply causes the slope of the dotted lines to change. In this example, tracking algorithm 1 dominates algorithm 2 in the detection threshold parameter space. However, in cases where the performance curves cross, the choice of the winning algorithm will depend on the operating region (i.e. the relative importance between missed and false information). Figure 10 shows the performance curves of tracking algorithm 1 when two different parameters are varied. Varying the detection threshold adjusts the detection sensitivity so it is not surprising to see the corresponding curve take a shape of a typical detection ROC curve. On the other hand, the tracker process noise curve displays a very different shape. The optimal parameter value can be simply determined as the point closest to the most upper-left dashed line. In theory, the tracker process noise parameter is orthogonal to the detection threshold parameter in its impact on the performance. Therefore, the two parameters can be tuned independently. However, in practice, an incomplete tracking model can cause the two parameters to be correlated. In this case, iterative joint parameter tuning can be performed, with each iteration focusing on a smaller parameter space.
Conclusion
An information theoretic metric has been derived to evaluate the overall performance of multi-target trackers. Results on a set of common track pathologies demonstrate the new metric's effectiveness over the existing completeness metrics by capturing the impact of common track pathologies on overall performance. The proposed metric has been applied to a set of wide-area-surveillance video imagery for tracker algorithm comparison and parameter tuning. The ROC-like information coverage plot provides an effective means by which to compare and visualize the overall performance between different trackers. It also allows performance curves to be generated as tracker parameters are adjusted for optimal performance.
The information theoretic metrics can be used to evaluate the effects from changes to any part of the wide-area video surveillance processing chain, from sensors, to data registration and reduction, movement detection, and target tracking. The metrics are general so that they can be easily applied for performance evaluation in other application areas where the system observation and the ground truth can be expressed in an N-to-M mapping, such as for classification and recognition algorithms.
Additional work remains in order to fully evaluate the utility of this information theoretic evaluation technique. First, the sensitivity of the information theoretic metrics to parameters within its own algorithm remains to be fully analyzed. Although not presented, preliminary evaluation on the sensitivity of the information theoretic metrics to the estimation of the size of the overall state space and the association threshold parameter has shown that, while the magnitudes of the resulting metrics value change, the relative positions on the information coverage plot for different trackers and parameter sets remain consistent with respect to one another. Further evaluation is required to more accurately quantify these sensitivities. Furthermore, the current association algorithm is a linear assignment algorithm that makes a one-to-one assignment between truth and system tracks at each time sample. Further study is planned to examine the utility of using a linear programming algorithm to make many-to-many assignments of truth and system tracks at each time sample via fractional weights and estimate the information theoretic metrics based upon these weights.
Lastly, instances where the truth dataset is not fully complete need to be investigated. Specifically, the affect of incomplete truth on the False Information Ratio needs to be characterized.
